i io	SYNTAX
'I can give a good guess at the problem that is puzzling you*:
and the solution?—I know nothing of the solution; I was
resolving an interrogative.
This, however, does not affect sentences like the Macaulay
one above: for although the resolved or uncondensed forms
('the . . , which') are grammatically identified, the condensed
or unresolved forms ('what') are not.
(iv) The omission of the relative in isolated clauses (as
opposed to coordinates) is a question not of correctness but of
taste, so far as there is any question at all. A non-defining
relative can never be omitted. The omission of a defining
relative subject is often effective in verse, but in prose is either
an archaism or a provincialism. It may, moreover, result in
obscurity, as in the second of our examples, which may possibly
puzzle the reader for a moment:
Now it would be some fresh insect won its way to a temporary fatal
new development.—H. G. wells.
No one finds himself planted at last in so terribly foul a morass, as
he would fain stand still for ever on dry ground.—trollops.
But when the defining relative is object, or has a preposition,
there is no limit to the omission, unless euphony is allowed to
be one. We give three instances in which the reader may or
may not agree that the relative might have been retained with
advantage:
We do that in our zeal our calmer moments would be afraid to
answer.—scott.
But did you ever see anything there you had never seen before ?—
BAGEHOT.
These ethical judgements we pass on self-regarding acts are ordinarily
little emphasized.—spencer.
(v) When a defining relative has the same preposition as
its antecedent, it is not uncommon, in the written as well as in
the spoken language, to omit the preposition in the relative
clause. There is something to be said for a licence that rids
us of such cumbrous formulae as 'in the way in which', 'to the
extent to which', and the like; in writing, however, it should
be used with caution if at all.

